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djagal Bardi, Jabinjabin, Nyiihjyul
steps, cuts in the tree for foothold; figuratively, side of mother's hip as nest for baby

djagal djagal nan-man badagg lagal-dj
steps I-put tree cSmbing-for
I cut footholds m the tree for climbing.

Jabirrjabirr

djagal djagal nan-ben badang lagal-dji
steps I-put tree cbmbmg-for
I cut footholds m the tree for climbing

Bardi

Editor’s comment:
This example is not consistently in Bardi

djagal djagal nan-ben badang nang-anj-nen-dj
steps I;hit tree ¡shall-climb-towards

Author's comment:

tjendjcomes from gan-dji"towards',
I cut steps in the tree to climb up

Bardi

Editor's comment:
This is example also is not consistently in Bardi.

djagal-ggn in-djedan bau mormor
side-on itgoes child hipcamed

Author's comment;
/norvworderives from no-nmor~ na-/7/»ox'his-upper-thigh‘

She carries the child on her hip.
Bardi

djagal-g in-gendjen bab mormor
side-on itgoes child hip;carried

Author's comment;
/»o/vwo/derives from no nmot- na-nmot'nis-upcer-thign'

She carries the child on her hip
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a modern linguistic format, users would remain
uncertain as to where the division of labour fell

between the re-documentation and the original:
just how much flexibility has the editor allowed
himself? The present edited work attempts to fulfil
an intermediary role, and in doing so potentially
serves more functions than would either of these

alternative products. Thus it presents data relevant
to the history of linguistics, Australian Aboriginal
linguistics, and anthropology, and descendants of
speakers. It also forms a basis on which informed
and useful modem linguistic documentations could
be complied of any of the languages dealt with, or
existing documentations augmented.
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